Introduction
estimate D by comparing the empirical phylodiversity curve to our surrogate phylodiversity curves, which 179 have knownD values. 180 For the comparison of an empirical phylodiversity accumulation curve to curves for corresponding sur-181 rogate datasets, we evaluate the amount of phylodiversity P D m accumulated at time index m, midpoint 182 between the first and final samples. Time m is used because this leaves many species yet to be observed in 183 the species pool, so that there can be variability in surrogate datasets. Multiple time indices are not used to 184 compare surrogate and empirical datasets because each value P Dt is a function of all values P D t<t . P D m 185 values are calculated for all surrogate datasets, and a P D m value is calculated for the empirical dataset. 186 The difference between the empirical P D m and P D m simulated with D =D is ∆P DD, which is the error 187 between surrogate and empirical data. We then estimate the empirical value of D by minimizing ∆P DD 188 ( Fig. 1B ). This minimization is performed using a logistic error model, This section is a summary of our data analysis. Detailed methods for this section are available as supple-205 mental information. 206 We ran our model on data from 36 individuals from three data sources. Two individuals were from palms and gut (Fig. 2) with feces being the lowest, followed by palms which are all similar, followed by tongue communities. For 400 both subjects, tongue patterns were not significantly different than the neutral model. Comparison of "self" vs "meta" model results from palm communities. "Self" (black) models were run 546 identically to Fig. 2) , but "meta" (gray) models were run where the species pool for each palm community 547 surrogate dataset was composed of all zOTUs observed across all four palm datasets. The difference between 548 the "self" D estimate (generated above) and the "meta" D estimate (estimated with a metapopulation of 549 zOTUs) is related to the exclusivity of recruitment into the community. In other words, if we were to estimate 550 similar D values for both the "meta" and "self" analyses, the inclusion of extra species in the species pool 551 would be of little importance to the model, and we would learn that it would make little difference to 552 community assembly patterns if the species pool really was composed of the "meta" set. persion. The two subjects that were not significantly different from the neutral model were both in the 564 antibiotics cohort, which is comprised of infants that were treated with frequent antibiotics, almost all for 565 ear infections. There was no significant difference between D values for the two groups. 
